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need your help with…” 

James stammered. 

Leilani said smilingly, “Feel free to speak your mind. There’s no need to be so 
formal around me.” 

“Alright then, I will cut to the chase,” James said. “I came here to the Thala 
Realm because I learned there would be a Herb of Reclusion on auction. I 
was wondering if you could give the herb to me as a present.” 

“I see.” 

Leilani thought that James would make some excessive demands. She did 
not expect that he only wanted a Macrocosm Ancestral God Rank Elixir. She 
looked at James and said, “I’m giving you a chance to change your demand. I 
will do my best to satisfy your needs as long as it’s within my power.” 

James shook his head and said, “I wouldn’t dare.” 

“Alright then.” 

Leilani said, “I will send the object you demanded to your accommodation in a 
few days.” 

“Thank you.” 

James stood up and clasped his fists, showing his gratitude. 

Leilani waved her hand slightly and said, “Alright now, you’re dismissed.” 

“Understood.” 

James turned to leave. 

After he left, a mischievous grin crept up on Leilani’s face as she gently 
knocked on the table, saying, “How interesting… He went to great lengths to 
create a Sacred Blossom only to ask for a herb.” 



At that moment, a glamorous chambermaid appeared. 

“Your Highness.” 

She greeted her. 

Leilani ordered her, “I want you to investigate Forty-nine.” 

“Understood.” 

The woman nodded and hurriedly left. 

After James left, he returned to his accommodation. Immediately, Dahlia 
walked toward him and smiled, saying, “I know everything now. The Sacred 
Blossom created such a sensation. From today onward, your fame will spread 
far and wide. So, how did your meeting with Leilani go? What did you say to 
her?” 

James’ expression was relaxed as he said, “I stated my demands for a Herb 
of Reclusion. Leilani agreed to it pretty quickly. Now, only one other ingredient 
remains.” 

Hearing this, Dahlia breathed a sigh of relief. 

“Oh yeah.” 

Upon remembering something, James asked, “What’s the Dooms’ gathering 
all about?” 

‘The Dooms’ gathering?” Dahlia froze. 

James nodded and said, “I heard that the Dooms will be having a gathering 
ten million years from now. I heard something about five people in a team and 
that the victor will receive a Chaos Sacred Lotus.” 

Dahlia shook her head and said, “I don’t know. I never heard about this. 
Maybe the Dooms have only just spread the news.” 

James said, “Use the Heaven-Eradicating Sect’s intelligence to investigate the 
matter.” 

“Sure, of course.” 



Dahlia nodded and hurriedly left to investigate the matter. 

James, on the other hand, returned to his room. After resolving the Herb of 
Reclusion’s matter, he was at ease. Now that Leilani would give him the herb 
as a present, there was no need for the Heaven-Eradicating Sect to spend on 
such expenses. Everything he did was to find a way to infiltrate the Doom 
Race. Since there would be a gathering of the Dooms in the future, he had to 
get to the bottom of this. 

’The Chaos Sacred Lotus… What is that thing?” 

James murmured. 

Many living beings were exhilarated upon hearing Leilani speak of the Chaos 
Sacred Lotus. It must have been something extraordinary. 

Otherwise, there would not be such a commotion. 

James lay on his bed and rested. Now, there was nothing else he needed to 
do but wait patiently. 
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matter. Now that the Dooms’ message had spread throughout the Greater 
Realms, some top-notch families and universes had learned of it. Investigating 
these matters with the Heaven- Eradicating Sect’s intelligence was a breeze. 
Hence, she returned very soon. 

In a courtyard… 

James was sitting in a rest area, while Dahlia stood before him. 

“Investigation complete, James,” Dahlia said. 

James asked, “What’s going on?” 

Dahlia explained, “The Chaos Sacred Lotus is a supreme treasure of the 
Doom Race that benefits living beings at the Quasi Acme Rank extremely. 
Rumors say that living beings at the Quasi Acme Rank will cross into the 
Acme Rank once they consume the Chaos Sacred Lotus.” 



Hearing this, James furrowed his eyebrows and asked, “In that case, why do 
we need to form a group of five? Besides, why would the Dooms bring such a 
precious treasure to light and even allow us to have a portion of it?” 

“Let’s first talk about the group of five.” 

Dahlia explained, “According to the information I’ve collected, the Chaos 
Sacred Lotus’ power seems to be too overwhelming. As such, a single living 
being would not be able to absorb it all, whereas five living beings would be 
able to completely absorb the Chaos Sacred Lotus’ power with none going to 
waste. 

“As for why the Dooms are so generous all of a sudden… They said that 
someone who has been impersonating Youri Dalibor, the Great Elder of the 
Dooms, has offended many families left and right. Even the Soul Race was 
offended, and its Patriarch personally headed to the Dooms and demanded 
an explanation. 

“Plus, as the Chaos Sacred Lotus is about to ripen, the Doom Race plans to 
bring the Chaos Sacred Lotus to light and summon the powerful figures of the 
Greater Realms there to give them an explanation at the same time.” 

Saying that, she glanced at James and grinned, saying, “You’re definitely 
related to this, aren’t you, James? You must be the one behind the grudges 
between the Dooms and the Cloud Race and the Soul Race. Am I right?” 

Dahlia knew that James was pulling the strings from the shadow. That was 
because James was the only foreigner who had cultivated Chaos Power in the 
Greater Realms. 

James smiled faintly. Then, immediately, his expression turned grim. 

“I have gone to great lengths to instigate a conflict between the Dooms and 
the other races. We have to derail this gathering. We can’t allow the Soul 
Race and the Cloud Race to reconcile with the Dooms. That way, instigating 
another conflict would be much harder in the future.” 

James furrowed his eyebrows and contemplated how best to foil the Dooms’ 
plan. 

Dahlia shook her head and said, “This will be extremely difficult. The Dooms 
are one of the strongest races among the Ten Great Races, and there aren’t 



many races that can be on equal footing with them. Now that the Dooms have 
summoned all the powerful figures of the Greater Realms into one spot, it 
would be nigh impossible to derail their plan.” 

“Mhm.” James nodded grimly. He understood this. Now, the only way was to 
infiltrate the Dooms and slowly climb his way up the social ladder. Then, he 
would use his authority to instigate conflicts between the Dooms and the other 
races. 

“By the way,” Upon remembering something, James asked, “Can any race 
absorb and refine the Chaos Sacred Lotus’ power?” 

“Mhm.” Dahlia nodded and said, “That’s what the rumors say. I don’t know 
about the specifics because it’s a precious treasure of the Dooms. Apart from 
them, no one else has ever seen the Chaos Sacred Lotus.” 

“Alright, I understand now. You’re dismissed.” James waved his hand slightly. 

“Got it, James.” 

Dahlia turned to leave. 

Meanwhile, James continued waiting in his courtyard for the Herb of 
Reclusion to arrive. In the meantime, Leilani was using the Angel Race’s 
intelligence to investigate James’ background. 
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already here at the Angel Race, he was fully prepared. The Heaven-
Eradicating Sect had arranged for everything. No matter how much the Angel 
Race investigated, no one would ever find out that he was a human. 

In a manor in the middle of a lake at the peak of Mount Eden, Leilani was 
dressed in an elegant dress and strolling along a windy path. Behind her was 
a glamorous woman. 

“I have thoroughly investigated the matter, Your Highness. Forty-nine indeed 
came from a small and unknown world. This world is not even among the 
rankings of the Greater Realms. He’s actually a member of the Ape Race. 
According to our intelligence, his physical strength is extremely powerful, at 
the Quasi Acme Rank.” 



“A physical body at the Quasi Acme Rank?” 

Hearing this, Leilani was stunned. She stopped and looked at her 
chambermaid, asking, “Is the intelligence accurate?” 

“Yes.” The glamorous-looking woman nodded her head and said, “A member 
of our race headed to Forty-nine’s world and found the Patriarch of the Ape 
Race, who confirmed our speculation.” 

“Interesting…” 

Leilani grinned. 

“By the way…” The glamorous-looking woman said, “According to my 
investigation, Forty-nine is no ordinary man. He had awakened the bloodline 
of the Ape Race’s ancestor. As such, his bloodline power is extremely 
powerful.” 

“I see… You’re dismissed.” Leilani waved her hand. 

“Understood.” 

“Wait, come back.” 

“Is there anything else?” 

Leilani said, “Go find out if there’s still a Herb of Reclusion on sale at the 
auction. If there is, give it to Forty-nine as a present.” 

“Understood, I will see to this right away.” 

Upon receiving her orders, the glamorous-looking woman turned to leave. 

Before James headed to the Angel Race, the Heaven-Eradicating Sect had 
foreseen everything. They knew that James would be investigated if he stood 
out. Hence, they had already arranged for everything. 

James remained in his accommodation for quite a while. 

A member of the Angel Race arrived at gave him the Herb of Reclusion he 
needed. Then, the member of the Angel Race did not linger for long and 
turned to leave. 



“You are impressive, James! You got your hands on the Herb of Reclusion so 
easily!” Dahlia praised. 

James felt that everything was surreal. He had planned to forge an invitation 
letter so that he could buy the herb at the auction. As such, he did not expect 
that he would get his hands on the herb just by connecting with Leilani. 

‘What should we do now, James?” Dahlia asked. 

After some contemplation, James said, “Our objective here is to obtain the 
Herb of Reclusion. Now that we have the herb, our mission has been 
accomplished. We should head back to the headquarters now. Now that so 
much time has passed, they should have found the other herb.” 

“Alright then.” Dahlia nodded and asked, ‘What about Leilani?” 

James said, “I will go bid her farewell. Though there’s a deep grudge between 
the Human and the Angel Race, she did me a huge favor this time. Besides, I 
might need her help in the future.” 

“Go then. I’ll be waiting for you here.” Dahlia waved her hand slightly. 

James stood up and left his accommodation before heading to Mount Eden 
where Leilani resided. He planned to return to the Heaven- Eradicating Sect 
after bidding Leilani farewell. 
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mountain where Leilani resided. This spiritual mountain was well-known 
among the Angel Race. At the foot of the mountain, there were many Angels 
on patrol. The moment James appeared, he was stopped. 

“I would like to meet Princess Leilani,” James requested politely instead of 
resorting to violence. 

The captain of the guards looked at James, whose fame had spread far and 
wide during Leilani’s birthday banquet. Although much time had passed, word 
of the Sacred Blossom was still on the streets. 

“Hold on. I will report your arrival.” 



As these guards knew that Leilani had personally met James, they 
immediately rushed in to report James’ arrival. 

Soon, they returned. 

“Please follow me.” 

A guard made a welcoming gesture. 

James nodded slightly and ascended the mountain. 

Soon, he arrived at Leilani’s accommodation. 

“Your Highness, you’re still as glamorous as ever…” 

The moment they met, James began complimenting Leilani. Upon hearing 
these words of praise, the corners of Leilani’s mouth went up. 

“Alright now, enough with the flattery. What’s the reason for your visit?” 

James said smilingly, “Can’t I visit you just for the sake of visiting?” 

“Of course you can.” Leilani smiled. 

James cut to the chase and said, “Actually, I came here to say goodbye.” 

“Goodbye?” Leilani froze. 

“Mhm.” James nodded. 

Leilani looked at him puzzledly. All this while, she thought that James was 
trying to attract her attention to form a team with her at the Dooms’ gathering. 

‘You’re not joining the Dooms’ gathering?” She asked puzzledly. 

“Not at the moment.” James shook his head. “My strength is insignificant. How 
would I dare compete for the Chaos Sacred Lotus?” 

Actually, James was fascinated by the Chaos Sacred Lotus. However, he had 
other missions to accomplish. He had to find the other herb as soon as 
possible and infiltrate the Dooms. As for the Chaos Sacred Lotus, he would 
come up with some other ways to obtain it in the future. 



“I was actually hoping we could form a team.” Dismay was evident on Leilani’s 
face. 

She had investigated James’ background. James, whose physical strength 
was at the Quasi Acme Rank, was terrifying. In the history of the Greater 
Realms, only the Human Race of the past was able to accomplish such feats. 
The humans were able to accomplish this because they possessed a unique 
cultivation system-the Omniscience Path. 

Meanwhile, reaching such heights would be extremely difficult for the other 
races. She really wanted to win James over to her side. That way, they would 
surely emerge victorious in the coming gathering of the Dooms. 

Leilani looked at James and said, “We will leave a spot open for you. I hope to 
see you at the Dooms’ gathering.” 

James nodded and said, ‘You flatter me, Your Highness. I will certainly join 
your team if I head to the Dooms’.” 

James said before bidding her farewell. After bidding Leilani farewell, he 
returned to his accommodation and left the Thala Realm of the Angel Race 
alongside Dahlia. 

At the Heaven-Eradicating Sect… 

James’ return shocked Dempsey and the others. 

“Why are you back so soon, James? The Angel Race’s auction hasn’t even 
begun yet.” Dempsey looked at him puzzledly. 
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auction began, I befriended Princess Leilani Amani of the Angel Race and 
obtained a Herb of Reclusion in advance. That’s why I came back earlier than 
expected.” 

Dahlia nodded and narrated the chain of events that occurred. 

Hearing this, Dempsey and the others breathed a sigh of relief. 

“By the way, is there any news on Soulblues?” James asked. 



Dempsey nodded and said, “Yes, the members of the Heaven-Eradicating 
Sect have been asking around for the Soulblue throughout the Greater 
Realms. The information came when you left. As you were in the Thala 
Realm, I couldn’t inform you in time.” 

James asked, “Where can Soulblues be found?” 

Dempsey looked at James and asked, “Have you ever heard of the Desolate 
Grand Canyon?” 

James shook his head and said, “Nope, is it related to Soulblues?” 

“Mhm.” Dempsey nodded and said, “The Desolate Grand Canyon is located in 
the Stone Race, one of the ten largest worlds in the Greater Realms. A fierce 
battle was once fought there. However, I don’t know much about the specifics 
of the battle. However, I do know that someone came out of the Desolate 
Grand Canyon alongside a few Soulblues not too long ago.” 

James listened intently. 

Dempsey continued, “Although the Soulblues’ quality isn’t top-notch, they’re 
rare. From what I know, they can only be found in the Desolate Grand 
Canyon.” 

James said, “Does that mean I have to go to the Desolate Grand Canyon?” 
Dempsey nodded and said, “You’re the only one who can go there among the 
Heaven-Eradicating Sect because the place is located inside the Stone 
Realm. It’s dangerous for us to enter that place.” 

“Alright then, I will go.” 

James did not hesitate at all. Time was running out for him. He had to infiltrate 
the Dooms before the Dooms’ gathering. 

‘This is information regarding the Stone Realm and the Stone Race.” 
Dempsey waved his hand casually, and a beam of light flew toward James. 

James grabbed the beam of light and activated his Divine Sense. 
Immediately, he knew more about the Stone Realm and the Stone Race. 



“I have to warn you, James. The Desolate Grand Canyon isn’t an ordinary 
place. This is an ancient ruin full of danger. Remember to proceed with 
caution,” Dempsey reminded James. 

“Got it.” 

James nodded and said, “By the way, help me find out more about Thea 
Callahan in the Greater Realms.” 

James merged the information about Thea into a sigil and gave it to Dempsey. 

Dempsey took the sigil and said, “I will do my best to find the matron.” 

James, on the other hand, did not linger for long at the Heaven-Eradicating 
Sect’s headquarters. He hurriedly left the place and headed to the Stone 
Race. 

There were ten Superraces in the Greater Realms. From the strongest to the 
weakest, they were the Doom Race, the Ursa Race, the Stone Race, the Soul 
Race, the Angel Race, the Devil Race, the Skeleton Race, the Dragon Race, 
the Blood Race, and the Ghost Race. 

The Ghost Race was not among the top ten in the past. They only barely 
made it to the rankings after the Cloud Race dropped out. 

The Desolate Grand Canyon was located in the Stone Realm, the Stone 
Race’s territory. The Stone Race was ranked third among the Ten Great 
Races, and they had many Acmeans among them. They possessed terrifying 
strength, and they were among the main perpetrators who destroyed the 
Human Race. 

In the Greater Realms, no matter the Ten Great Races or other insignificant 
ones, they were all complicit in the destruction of the Human Race. 

James hurriedly headed toward the Desolate Grand Canyon. 

At the same time while he was heading toward the canyon, thousands upon 
thousands of skyglow burst forth from the depths of the Desolate Grand 
Canyon and soared to the sky. As they broke through the clouds and into 
space, they illuminated the pitch-black night sky. This anomaly attracted the 
attention of many powerful individuals of the Stone Race. Immediately, the 



Stone Race sent its most powerful members to seal away the Desolate Grand 
Canyon and to head into the depths to learn more about the situation. 

 


